"THE MCKEOWN FAMILY" contribution to Richard Haass

ON BEHALF OF FRANKIE MCKEOWN MURDERED JULY 1972
Hi Richard I believe you will be trying to find a solution for the situation concerning the HET
in the North Of Ireland,
I am the oldest of six ,we were children (five boys and a girl ) at the time of our father
Frankie McKeown s Murder,in July 1972,my mothers life destroyed and the rest of us have
different stories of how our lives fell apart.
This month we were at a meeting with the policing board in regards to the H.E.T.and their
investigation into British state murders to show we will not tolerate any form of investigation
process that we believe is deliberately flawed. The only way for any sort of "chance" for
justice to happen is to get civilians involved in the investigation process. People who have
lost loved ones can not be fooled, while people who get paid to investigate ,(and I include "
ALL OTHERS "in this statement ) can be compromised! Now what I have just talked about
happens , not just in the North of Ireland, but all aver the world and in all different forms,
rape, child abuse ,murder, domestic violence, drugs .Drugs in our own community, the police
and councilors know who these dealers are, and still nothing is done, why because it keeps
them in pay, and the population in fear and under control, wake up people. Watch"The
Invisible War " a documentary about sexual abuse in the American forces.
They are asking for civilian investigative procedures because they know the system is
deliberately flawed .
Civilians,(family members of murdered loved ones) need to be put in positions of power to
have any fighting chance against this corruption we have in the North of Ireland.
Frankie
McKeown,Joseph McKeown,Kevin McKeown ,MarieMcKeown ,TerryMcKeown ,Gerard M
cKeown and our mother ,
Marie McKeown (Deceased)

